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****************************************************************************** 
I. Introduction ************************************************************** 
****************************************************************************** 
In this FAQ I have typed up the dialogue and story related text that appears  
in X-Men for the Sega Genesis. The text is as it appears in the game except  
it's not all capitals. 

****************************************************************************** 
II. Version History ********************************************************** 
****************************************************************************** 
1.0 - November 02, 2005 

****************************************************************************** 
III. Script ****************************************************************** 
****************************************************************************** 
******************************************** 
*                Prologue                  * 
******************************************** 
Fearing the rising tide of anti-  
mutant hysteria, Professor Charles  
Xavier, a mutant telepath, formed  
the X-Men to confront the fear  
that mutants will enslave humanity.  
It is Xavier's dream that mutants  
will peacefully coexist with  
humanity. The X-Men stand as  
humanity's only defense against  
powerful mutants, such as Magneto,  
who do not share their dream and  
insist that the only way mutants can  
survive the persecution is by  
forcefully taking their rightful  
place as humanity's masters.  

Training under the guise of a school  
for gifted youngsters, the X-Men  
learn to control their abilities in  



the danger room. The danger room  
incorporated both holograms and  
machinery to simulate complex,  
lifelike, battle scenarios and  
prepares them for the day that they  
will be needed to fight against  
those who threaten their dream.  

******************************************** 
*                 Opening                  * 
******************************************** 
Magneto: Sometimes...  
         You have to  
         crush your  
         enemies where  
         they live!!!  

******************************************** 
*              Savage Land                 * 
******************************************** 
Gambit: Sacre bleu! Dis must be "Prof X  
        special" simulation of the savage  
        land. Let's have some fun, neh? 

Nightcrawler: Vas!? Hmmm... Professor Xavier must  
              be using the danger room's  
              holographic projectors to simulate  
              the savage land.  

Wolverine: Charley is tryin' to pull a fast one  
           simulating the savage land without  
           a warnin'. Let's see what he's got  
           in store for me!  

Cyclops: Professor Xavier must be testing  
         me with this surprise  
         simulation of the savage land.  

********************** 

Juggernaut: Juggernaut will crush you! 

********************** 

Gambit: Ma belle Zaladane,  
        shall we dance?!  

Nightcrawler: Zaladane! Wunderbar!  

Wolverine: Darlin', you're askin for it.  

Cyclops: My optic blasts will take  
         care of you, Zaladane.  

********************** 

Gambit: She was cute, but hard to get ahold  
        of. Just like I like 'em.  
        Victorious, I seem to be back in the  
        normal danger room.  



Nightcrawler: Herr Professor's simulation program  
              is over, huh?  

Wolverine: Over so soon? Chuck's version of  
           Zaladane wasn't quite good enough.  

Cyclops: The Professor had a good idea  
         testing my skills without warning.  
         Keeps me on my toes.  

******************************************** 
*              Shi'ar Empire               * 
******************************************** 
Gambit: Mon diue! Another simulation? Shi'ar  
        this time, huh? Deja vu.  

Nightcrawler: Another simulation? Alright then...  
              Shi'ar es mein.  

Wolverine: What's up with the surprise sims?!  
           The Shi'ar empire...  
           I know it all too well.  

Cyclops: Another practice simulation?  
         The Shi'ar empire, home of the  
         Professor's consort, Lilandra.  

********************** 

Whichever X-Man: Deathbird?!  

********************** 

Whichever X-Man: Lilandra?! What's going on! Is this  
                 a simulation or not?  

Lilandra: No, (Whichever X-Man), and I'm sorry  
          that I gave you no warning of these  
          events. But I needed your help  
          controlling my sister Deathbird. She  
          was threatening my life to overtake  
          the empire. But thanks to you, she  
          won't be a threat for awhile. I  
          apologize, and thank you. I'll  
          teleport you back to earth.  

Gambit: I'm confused and dis is starting to  
        really hurt! Deathbird has always  
        been a problem of sorts, neh?  
        But dis is not right, Why would  
        Lilandra not just ask the prof to  
        have me help her?  
        I need to find him and  
        ask him about dis.  

Nightcrawler: Mein gott! This is really confusing  
              and really hurting! I know Deathbird  
              has been a problem before.  
              But why wouldn't Lilandra just ask  



              the Professor to have me help?  

Wolverine: This is screwy, and painful. I  
           believe Deathbird can be a problem,  
           but why would Lilandra use me like  
           that when all she had to do was hit  
           up ole Chuck? I'll find him and ask.  

Cyclops: Lilandra and the Professor have a  
         good relationship, Deathbird or no.  
         She should be able to just ask  
         Xavier to have me help her.  
         I need to find him and ask him.  

******************************************** 
*          Excalibur Lighthouse            * 
******************************************** 
Gambit: Sacre Bleu! This is crazy. The savage  
        land, Shi'ar, Lilandra...  
        Now Excalibur lighthouse!  
        Something it wrong.  

Professor X: You're right, Gambit.  

Gambit: Professor!! Contacting me by  
        psychic link, what's going on?  

Professor X: I'm on to something,  
             but I need more time.  
             You need to be especially  
             careful. Your life is in danger.  
*****

Nightcrawler: Not again! This is crazy. The savage  
              land, Shi'ar, Lilandra...  
              and now the Excalibur lighthouse...  
              something it wrong.  

Professor X: You're right, Nightcrawler.  

Nightcrawler: Herr Professor!! Psychic link!  
              What's going on?  

Professor X: I'm on to something,  
             but I need more time.  
             You need to be especially  
             careful. Your life is in danger.  

*****

Wolverine: I'll have to put this on the list of  
           the many mind games that have been  
           played on me. Savage land, Shi'ar,  
           Lilandra's babble, now Excalibur.  
           Something is not clicking.  

Professor X: You're right, Wolverine.  

Wolverine: Hi'ya Charley! Contacting me by  
           psychic link! What's going on?  



Professor X: I'm on to something,  
             but I need more time.  
             You need to be especially  
             careful. Your life is in danger.  

*****

Cyclops: This is getting really old. What  
         does is all mean? Savage land,  
         Shi'ar, Lilandra...  
         and now Excalibur's lighthouse!  
         Something is really wrong.  

Professor X: You're right, Cyclops.  

Cyclops: Professor!! Contacting me by  
           psychic link, what's going on?  

Professor X: I'm on to something,  
             but I need more time.  
             You need to be especially  
             careful. Your life is in danger.  

********************** 
(As Gambit) 
Juggernaut: Have we met before?  

(As Nightcrawler) 
Juggernaut: Deja vu!  

(As Wolverine)  
Juggernaut: Here we go again!  

(As Cyclops)  
Juggernaut: I thought I took care of you!  

********************** 

Apocalypse: I shall see if you  
            are a worthy mutant!  

********************** 

Gambit: Bon jour Professor, I did as  
        you asked, I stayed alive.  

Nightcrawler: Herr Professor, I did as  
              you asked, I stayed alive.  

Wolverine: Prof X! I've stayed alive.  

Cyclops: Xavier! I've stayed  
         alive so far.  

Professor X: I physically sense you  
             are O.K. It's good to know.  

Whichever X-Man: What's going on?  



Professor X: Our danger room computers have been  
             infected by a virus, taking control  
             of the holographic projectors and  
             increasing the pain threshold to the  
             point of serious harm. With each  
             program it gets worse and worse.  
             The routine simulations have been  
             turned into a deadly reality.  
             I need a little more time to hack at  
             the code and figure out a strategy.  
             Until then you must persevere.  
             Good luck, (whichever X-Man).  

******************************************** 
*              Future Earth                * 
******************************************** 
Whichever X-Man: Future Earth, after the eradication  
                 of mutantkind. A sentinel infested,  
                 racist landscape. Let's hope I'm  
                 not the next to go!  

********************** 

Whichever X-Man: Ahab!  

Ahab: You will make great hounds!  

********************** 

Whichever X-Man: This is hurting! Please tell  
                 me you've found something.  

Professor X: Yes, the reason you keep coming back  
             to the danger room after each time  
             or space simulation is that you are  
             defeating the program. It then has  
             to take time to adjust itself to a  
             more difficult simulation. I have  
             found a way to defeat it. At the end  
             of the program, you must disable and  
             then completely reset the computer  
             that controls the danger room.  
             I will try to assist you.  
             But you must be the one  
             that resets the computer!  

******************************************** 
*               The Crunch                 * 
******************************************** 
Whichever X-Man: The crunch! The end of time!  
                 Can't stand around!  
                 Better find the way to defeat  
                 this program before time runs out!  

********************** 

System reset  
Virus program suspended  



Code key required for complete  
system reactivation 

Back on the non-holographic world  
at Professor Xavier's school  
for gifted youngster  

Forge: The computer has pinpointed asteroid  
       M as the signal's origin. That's  
       Magneto's fortress in space."  

Storm: It's going to be difficult, but to  
       prevent this from happening again we  
       have to get the missing codes"  

Psylocke: Sometimes, you have to crush  
          your enemies where the live!"  

Beast: All aboard, next stop Asteroid M!  

******************************************** 
*               Asteroid M                 * 
******************************************** 
Whichever X-Man: Now to find Magneto!  

******************************************** 
*                  Ending                  * 
******************************************** 
Professor X: Magneto!  

Magneto: Curse you Charles Xavier. Curse you  
         and your dream. It has blinded you.  
         You call is a vision, but hope has  
         clouded your lenses and obscured  
         your reality. Homo sapiens and homo  
         sapiens superior - mutantkind - will  
         never live in harmony. They are  
         scared of us, Charles. Humans are  
         frightened by our powers, and when  
         fear and ignorance unite, their  
         reaction is always to enslave or  
         destroy what they don't understand.  
         You want to help them see the light  
         when all they want is to extinguish  
         the flame. It is because of your  
         dream, your impossible dream, of  
         uniting water and flame that I must  
         destroy your cause!  

Professor X: No, Magneto. The water and the flame  
             are one, a harmony of opposition.  
             The fire of the sun evaporates water  
             to bring rain, which floods the  
             Earth only to sprout life with the  
             help of the sun's rays. My X-Men are  
             the sun. Through examples and unity  
             we can overcome adversity and remake  
             this world from our dreams. But  
             because of mutants like you,  
             Magneto, the dream I reach is  



             tainted in the human heart.  

Magneto: Then kill me now.  

Professor X: I will not. Only time will tell if  
             my vision is any clearer than yours.  
             Nevertheless, I am forced to destroy  
             your computers to eradicate your  
             virus once and for all! This battle  
             is over.  

Magneto: But the war will always rage.  

Professor X: For what we choose to believe, we  
             live and die for. We strive to  
             better the world we were thrown  
             into. We are....  

             X-MEN 

****************************************************************************** 
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****************************************************************************** 
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